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Abstract. Estimating anthropogenic aerosol effects on the
planetary energy balance through the aerosol influence on
clouds using the difference in cloud radiative forcing from
simulations with and without anthropogenic emissions produces estimates that are positively biased. A more representative method is suggested using the difference in cloud radiative forcing calculated as a diagnostic with aerosol scattering and absorption neglected. The method also yields an
aerosol radiative forcing decomposition that includes a term
quantifying the impact of changes in surface albedo. The
method requires only two additional diagnostic calculations:
the whole-sky and clear-sky top-of-atmosphere radiative flux
with aerosol scattering and absorption neglected.
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Introduction

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report recommends that anthropogenic aerosol effects on the planetary energy balance be expressed as an effective radiative forcing (ERF) that allows clouds to respond
to the aerosol while surface temperature is prescribed. One
recommended way to calculate the ERF is using the radiative
flux perturbation (RFP) method from the top-of-atmosphere
energy balance difference between simulations with and
without anthropogenic emissions but the same ocean surface conditions (Hanson et al., 2005; Haywood et al., 2009;
Lohmann et al., 2010). Lohmann et al. (2010) showed that
the RFP estimate of aerosol radiative forcing agrees well
with estimates using diagnostic radiation calls with presentday and preindustrial aerosol and the same meteorology. This
suggests the RFP method can be used to estimate aerosol effects involving all of the “fast physics” of climate, including
precipitation.

Distinguishing contributions to aerosol radiative forcing
from scattering and absorption of sunlight by aerosols and
from aerosol-induced changes in clouds has historically been
essential for understanding the mechanisms involved and the
dependence of aerosol radiative forcing estimates on the representation of the associated processes. The literature on estimates of aerosol radiative forcing is filled with estimates that
distinguish such contributions (Forster et al., 2007; Bond et
al., 2013).
Estimates of anthropogenic aerosol effects through the
aerosol influence on clouds are often approximated (Rotstayn
and Liu, 2005; Hoose et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010; Gettelman et al., 2012) by the change in the cloud radiative forcing
when anthropogenic emissions are introduced in simulations:
1C, where 1 is the difference between atmosphere simulations with and without anthropogenic emissions but the same
ocean conditions (Rotstayn and Penner, 2001; Haywood et
al., 2009) and natural emissions, and C = F − Fclear is the
cloud radiative forcing, with F the shortwave radiative flux
at the top of the atmosphere and Fclear the flux calculated as
a diagnostic with clouds neglected.
While such an estimate is easy to calculate, I show
here that 1C is a significantly biased estimate of anthropogenic aerosol effects on cloud radiative forcing (the sum of
aerosol indirect effects and semi-direct effects). Since the total aerosol forcing from the RFP method is simply 1F , using
1C to estimate anthropogenic aerosol effects on cloud radiative forcing implies the direct anthropogenic radiative forcing from scattering and absorption by anthropogenic aerosol,
which (neglecting contributions from aerosol effects on surface albedo) equals the difference between the total forcing
and the change in cloud forcing, is equivalent to 1Fclear . This
estimate of direct radiative forcing is biased because it neglects radiative warming enhancement by absorbing aerosol
above clouds and because it exaggerates radiative cooling by
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Fig. 1. Present-day – preindustrial difference in five-year annual mean top-of-atmosphere shortwave cloud radiative forcing (top left), cleanFigure 1. Present day – pre-industrial difference in five-year annual mean top-ofsky shortwave cloud radiative forcing (top right), the difference (bottom left) and the surface albedo forcing (bottom right) simulated by
CAM5.1.
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A more representative method

A more realistic estimate of direct forcing is 1(F − Fclean )
(Lohmann et al., 2010; Ghan et al., 2012; hereafter G12),
where 1 is defined as above and Fclean is the radiative flux
calculated as an additional diagnostic from the same simulations, but neglecting the scattering and absorption of solar radiation by all of the aerosol. Similarly, a more realistic estimate of aerosol effects on cloud radiative forcing
is 1(Fclean − Fclear,clean ) = 1Cclean , where Fclear,clean is the
flux calculated as an additional diagnostic, but neglecting
scattering and absorption by both clouds and aerosols. The
total aerosol forcing then becomes 1F = 1(F − Fclean ) +
1Cclean + 1Fclear,clean . The last term is largely the contribution of changes in surface albedo induced by the aerosol.
As we shall see, it is small but not negligible, particularly in
some regions.
Figure 1 shows the spatial distributions of the annual
mean 1C, 1C
	
   clean , and the difference (1C − 1Cclean ) from
present-day and preindustrial simulations by Version 5.1 of
the Community Atmosphere Model, CAM5.1 (G12). The
1C and 1Cclean distributions look quite similar. However,
the bias 1C − 1Cclean is positive almost everywhere, with
a global mean of 0.42 W m−2 , which is 22 % of the global
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mean of 1Cclean = −1.92 W m−2 . The bias is particularly
large off the coast of Angola, where absorbing aerosol above
cloud is known to produce positive direct forcing (Chand
et al., 2009), and over south China, where direct forcing is
also estimated by CAM5.1 to be positive (G12). The positive
bias can be explained by the tendency of absorbing aerosol
to make shortwave cloud forcing more positive by increasing radiative warming when the absorbing aerosol lies above
cloud (such as off the coast of Angola), and by the tendency
of scattering aerosol to make shortwave cloud forcing more
positive by enhancing radiative cooling more over clear sky
and dark surfaces than when clouds are present. Since these
two mechanisms add rather than cancel, this positive bias is
likely to be robust, i.e., common to other models, particularly
those including absorbing anthropogenic aerosol.
The annual mean surface albedo term, also shown in
Fig. 1, ranges regionally between −10 and +10 W m−2 , and
is −0.07 W m−2 in the global mean. This term includes effects of both changes in snow albedo due to deposition of absorbing aerosol, and changes in snow cover induced by deposition and by the other aerosol forcing mechanisms. The
positive forcing in Alaska, eastern Europe and especially Tibet is a signature of snow albedo reduction due to deposition
of black carbon on snow. Since the forcing is8	
  negative in the
Arctic, where one expects snow albedo changes to produce
a radiative warming, the warming due to reduction in snow
albedo in the Arctic is apparently dominated by radiative
cooling due to increases in snow cover. This interpretation is
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confirmed by simulated increases in snowfall and snow water
over the Arctic (not shown).
Although one might expect the expression for the surface
albedo term to overestimate the magnitude of the impact
of surface albedo changes on the planetary energy balance
because it neglects the attenuation of the surface signal by
clouds, for CAM5.1 the surface albedo term actually dominates the other aerosol forcing terms in the Arctic and hence
drives the total aerosol radiative forcing there. Since the simulated direct forcing and cloud forcing by anthropogenic
aerosol are small in the Arctic, the enhanced snowfall there
must be driven by either radiative forcing from elsewhere or
by aerosol-induced reduction in precipitation efficiency from
warm clouds, leading to more transport of water to the Arctic.
This surprising result might not be produced by other climate
models, but it certainly suggests care is needed in attributing
aerosol radiative forcing to direct and cloud effects.
In principle, the same approach should also be applied
to longwave radiation. However, the small size of most anthropogenic aerosol particles suggests that the difference between 1C and 1Cclean is small for longwave radiation. Indeed, we find that for CAM5 the difference is locally less
than 0.2 W m−2 (in regions where dust changes) and globally
less than 0.01 W m−2 . Note that there is a difference between
the common clear sky estimate of longwave cloud forcing
using the grid cell mean humidity and an estimate using the
humidity for the clear sky fraction of the grid cell, estimated
by Sohn et al. (2010) to be about 10 %.
3

Recommendation

In summary, while I do not recommend any changes in how
the total aerosol radiative forcing is estimated, for future estimates of aerosol radiative forcing I recommend use of the
following decomposition:
Direct radiative forcing: 1(F − Fclean )
Cloud radiative forcing: 1(Fclean − Fclear,clean ) = 1Cclean
Surface albedo forcing: 1Fclear,clean
All simulations performed to quantify aerosol radiative forcing should save F , Fclean , and Fclear,clean in the simulation
history. All climate models already have the ability to calculate Fclear as a diagnostic for estimating cloud radiative
forcing, so these additional diagnostics should not introduce
an excessive burden. None of these diagnostics affect the estimate of the total aerosol radiative forcing 1F or any aspects of the climate simulations, but provide estimates of the
different forcing mechanisms that are more consistent with
the processes involved. Further decomposition of the aerosol
effect on cloud radiative forcing into contributions from indirect effects and semi-direct effects would require another
pair of simulations in which aerosol absorption is neglected
(G12).
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/13/9971/2013/
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